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short biography

Mariana Hahn lives and works between Paris and Berlin.
After studying theater studies at the ETI, Berlin, she received a diploma in art at
Central St. Martins, London.
Her practice is motivated by the exploration of the relationship between the body
and the transmission of memory and knowledge. Silk, hair and salt are part of
her research on memory as its different supports and means of transmission. She
investigates the role and definition of these media and their transformation through
time and different civilizations.
Her works have been exhibited in many places, such as PS120, Haus am Lützowplatz,
Diskurs, Berlin, Germany; The Mountain View Museum in Shenzen, Pan Meigu Female
Art Museum, Fujian, Redtory Museum of Contemporary Art in Guangzhou, China;
Salon Oktobarski - Belgrade Art Biennale, Galleria Mario Iannelli in Rome, Trafo
Museum of Contemporary Art, Stettin, Poland and the Biennale for Young Art,
Moscow, Russia; Chat Mill6 Foundation Hong Kong.
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The echo of a distant time
Comes willowing across the sand
Curated by Yvannoé Kruger

Poush Aubervilliers, France - 2022

This exhibition’s title pays homage to Echoes, the captivating and unfathomable song
by Pink Floyd. These two lines from the song’s first verse are like the national anthem
of an imaginary country which is plagued by strange phenomena.
Conjuring up a quasi-extraterrestrial exploration of the ruins of Pompeii and providing
a range of heterogeneous musical experiences (which are extracts from various
recording sessions), “Echoes” also makes us think of the eponymous Echo, the
mountain nymph of Greek mythology. Residing on Mount Cithaeron in Boeotia, she
was cursed with a voice which could only repeat the last words she heard, thereby
giving the acoustic phenomenon
its name.
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Als er mit den Vœgeln sprach,
wurden sie zu Stein
Berlin, Germany - 2019

Jean claude Meier
"When he spoke to the birds, they became stones" deals with various forms of
archiving and the transmission of knowledge and information into pre-linguistic
states.
Copper, salt, drawings and song are the protagonists of this installation. The salt of
life carries the story.
Time and oxidation reveal writings, texts, names and then erase them.
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Oktobarski Salon - Belgrade Art Biennale
kandid (candid)
Belgrade, Serbia - 2016

I like to imagine hair as the last still active remnant of the thread that has woven the
body into its form and shape, like the last threads on a carpet. It holds the essence
and the history of its carrier in its purest and most fragile form. In kandid, hair
becomes a metaphor of the thread used for weaving. And weaving, in turn, becomes
a metaphor for storytelling.
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Display Berlin
Wooden Logs Floating Down the River
Berlin, Germany - 2019

Copper, text, salt and sound installation (diffusion of recorded poems)
“Hair like endless reeds growing from her head
She ran into the forest
Words woven into endless bodies”
Wooden Logs Floating Down the River is an invitation to a series of recurring gestures
and recitations, part of an incantatory litany. One hair remains - the catalyst of
history - or a billion woven into threads and carrying ancient memories. Mugwort and
its protective virtues accompany mothers and travellers on their way, a primary forest
and a strange sense of self are some of the elements present in this installation.
Copper, salt and voices are the protagonists, organised in such a way as to translate
the information that was once inscribed in the bodies.
As is often the case in Mariana Hahn's work, the construction and erosion of memory,
the transmission of knowledge and its learning, are at the heart of this evolving
installation.
The entire exhibition constitutes an archiving process that unfolds and transforms.
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Rencontres d'Arles,
Prix Découverte Louis Rœderer
Curated by Sonia Voss
A body lies down, captured in its last gesture, petrified by the ashes of Mount
Vesuvius. This snapshot of death - like the recurrent motif in the history of
photography - is none other than a calco, an archaeological casting. Human
remains, artefact, duplicate, representation? The original has become its own copy.
And if its vision haunts the thousands of visitors of Pompeii, its photograph now
infuses Mariana Hahn’s whole installation.

Arles, France - 2021

Print of a young woman
Empreinte d’une jeune femme
Abdruck einer jungen Frau
Like an auratic image, the ektrchrome thus captioned blends with the reflections
of five small showcases containing textile, textual, and material memories
assembled by the artist. A collection that resonates with the series of half-format
photographs that are part of her ongoing research on anthropomorphic natural
forms, some kind of proto-images revealed by their seizure.
Through photography, video, installation and imprinting Mariana Hahn investigates
the modes of image-making, the processes of archiving and transmission. Mariana
Hahn digs the memory of her body, of her own genealogy and she depicts the
transfer of knowledge from one body to another, from a woman to another. But
she also tracks the recurrences and survivals (Nachleben) of collective memories
and traumas.
If Mariana Hahn is interested in the mode of fabrication and appearance of the
image, it is also through the imprint and the trace. The contact, the gesture, the
whisper or the language inscribe in the surface the experience of a relation to the
matter, to what is other, to the other. The presence is activated then practically
only by a particular device and the phenomenological experience of the observer
in the impossibility sometimes to discern and who is rather incited to guess. Not
without recalling the devices of monstration of the auratic forms and images and
acheiropoietic images such as the holy faces or the sudarium. As Georges DidiHuberman evokes it, the print is a fabric of relations: “Because to make a print is
always to produce a fabric of material relations which give rise to a concrete object
(for example a stamped image), but which also engage a whole set of abstract
relations, myths, fantasies, knowledge, etc. “
In her copperplate printing work, she uses the basic material components of the
silver photographic processes from the early days of photography in the 19th
century, such as heliogravure or salted paper prints. Salt and water provide her
with the necessary intermediaries to crystalize the surface with her presence.
The image is revealed by the effect of corrosion and never ceases to be in the
process of becoming; it is situated in this fragile in-between of appearance and
disappearance. Eros and Thanatos made a child.
Text by Marie DuPasquier
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The Mountain View
Midwife of Fish
A collaboration with Shen Shaomin
2000 rechargeable breathing silicon fish on salt

Shenzhen, China - 2019
The midwife moves along the line that separates life from before life. She helps the
child to move away from the beforelife and into the immediate future.
In Midwife of fish, the midwife helps the fish to move from one life to the next.
She negotiates this passage for them and moves them into this "other" state, this
"other" condition.
The 2000 fish of this performance are made of recyclable silicone, each fish carries a
small internal engine, recharged daily.
The passage from one state to another thus becomes a passage without end, since
the fish never stop their death process.
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Vibrant Void
Wilhelm Hallen
Group Show: Ketuta Alexi-Meskhishvili, Christian Boltanski, Mariana Hahn, Adrian
Paci, Anna Virnich
Curated by Anna Redeker

Berlin, Germany - 2021

Vibrant Void is a poetic intervention dedicated to existential themes. The works on
display—sculpture, installation, video, and a wall piece—explore time, transience,
history, and memory processes. Voids and simultaneously inescapable moments of
transformation reveal that they are precisely where our striving for eternity finds
expression.
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PS120
The Way Things Run III
Group Show: Julieta Aranda, Anna-Sophie Berger, Lou Cantor, Peter Fischli and
David Weiss, Claire Fontaine, Isabella Fürnkäs, Mariana Hahn, Alicja Kwade, Fred
Lonidier, Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Mickael Marman, Ahmet Ogut, Gina Proenza, Thilo
F. Reich, Analia Saban, Katharina Sieverding, Eric Winkler, He Xiangyu.

Berlin, Germany - 2018

The Way Things Run III sets out to examine how artists – in an attempt to discuss the
essential political importance of work and its effect on bodies, places, institutions,
and societies – insist on the work of art as a critical and viable space for such a
discussion, expanding or subverting its function while acknowledging its inherent
implication in value-generation.
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Torso no torso
Terra Mater - Paris, France - 2022
Biennale For Young Art - Moscow, Russia - 2014

Culture and tragedy are entwined in an eternal embrace “oh come onto me, gorgon
head!” speaks Perseus as he sends a kiss of death -These are my words borrowed from
the book of memories, as I sing songs on a “weeping meadow”.
I choose Stettin as the place for the realisation of “Torso no Torso” for its historic
significance as a place that seems to well illustrate a human condition which I am
focusing on in this piece, wherein I perceive the city with its building as body as well
with its very own historic lacerations upon its figure.
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Diskurs Berlin
Something to Believe In
Berlin, Germany - 2018

Nesthaut: As a child I came upon a great naked human mountain, sitting on a chair.
From this mountain hair flew down like a waterfall of snakes. I was scared of the
snakes and I was scared of the sheer physicality of the mountain, it's greasy skin and
it's hair felt violent and abject to me. The mountain wanted me to discipline those
snakes with a brush.
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Momentum Worldwide
Trafo Station Museum of Contemporary Art
Burn, My Love, Burn
Berlin, Germany - 2013
Stettin, Poland, 2013

The work “burn my love, burn” creates the body as the carrier of historical signature,
the body does so by will, it inscribes, devours the story- becoming a container that
vibrates and lives within a narrative. The shroud becomes the elementary signifier
of such a historical narrative, it has been impregnated by the story, acts as the
monument. Through the burning of it it can become part of an organic form in
motion.
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Die Raeume
New Writings
Berlin, Germany - 2018

Silk canvases are burnt eyes are pools of the earth’s body - fragile, blue, and suddenly
spatial. We wander the island and lost seas, seeing iris and reflection. Is this dizzying,
to land on the infinite edges of the torched river between the material and oncematerial? At the timeless shoreline a reflexive recall: memory reignites the absent and
conjures it present once more here but without a body. Gestures commit to body as
archive, a body as story, body as the original vessel of memory.
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Berlin Studio
kandid (candid)
Berlin, Germany - 2016

I like to imagine hair as the last still active remnant of the thread that has woven the
body into its form and shape, like the last threads on a carpet. It holds the essence
and the history of its carrier in its purest and most fragile form. In kandid, hair
becomes a metaphor of the thread used for weaving. And weaving, in turn, becomes
a metaphor for storytelling.
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Redtory Museum of Contemporary Art
It Isn't Easy, But It Is
Group Show: Aaajiao, Amir Fattal, Law Yuk-mui, Mariana Hahn, Miao Ying, Zijie

Guangzhou, China - 2017

“It isn't easy but it is” Two screen Video work
I went to the Pearl River Delta in China to look for the remains of women that found
autonomy by creating a sister hood called Zishunu (meaning self combed women)
starting in the 18th Century. I could not find them and thus went to trace their steps
from when they fled the rise of the Chinese Republic. I wanted to find their stories
inside the water they went upon on their way out. I found a 95-year-old fisherman
who taught me how to make a fishnet, so that I could go and fish for the stories of
the sisters. That man was the last one of his clan that knew the craft. And he also
took me onto the sea to fish to find the stories.
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68 Projets
Me, myself and I
Group Show : Colette, Jürgen Klauke, Ming Wong, Nan Goldin
Berlin, Germany - 2016

... Equally groundbreaking is the work of Jürgen Klauke, who, in his photo series from
the same era, appears as an extravagantly exaggerated, androgynous fictional
character, challenging traditional social beliefs and gender roles. Language, gender
and ethnicity are the centre of Ming Wong’s work, who became famous with his
re-interpretations of the classics of world cinema, in which he acts and speaks all of
the roles, while Mariana Hahn explores and makes visible the power of the symbols
of feminine identity and the stories that are inscribed within them, always using silk,
shellac and ink as her materials.
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Stettin
Ezekiel
Stettin, Poland - 2014

In Ekeziel (2014), a series of black and white photographs of an action also made in
Szczecin, Hahn pushes her pessimistic view of European history and culture almost
to breaking point. In the Old Testament, God demands that the prophet Ekeziel
should cut off his hair, split it into three parts and burn one, cut up another, and
throw the last one to the winds. All this is to ensure that the people of Judah will be
severely punished for not obeying his laws. She follows Ezekiel’s ritual by cutting off
her own hair and treating it in the same way as in the bible. These images appear
shocking not only for their insolent appropriation of blind patriarchy, but also for
their disfiguring transformation of a handsome young woman into a prisoner or
camp inmate. But this tale of divine cruelty, vengefulness and infanticide becomes
yet more lurid: ‘fathers will eat their sons among you, and sons will eat their fathers.
I will punish you and divide you and spread to every wind those of you who are left.’ ‘I
will send hunger and wild animals to kill your children, and will send sickness, violence,
and war to kill you. I, the LORD, have spoken.’
With a LORD like this, Hahn implicitly asks, then who needs a Devil?
David Elliott
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Berlin
Outprints
Berlin, Germany - 2013
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Trafo Station Museum of Contemporary Art
Kuehlhaus Berlin
Walking into the sea
Stettin, Poland - 2013
Berlin, Germany - 2013
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Untitled
Brandenburg, Germany - 2012
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